
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Curves and Kaiserschmarrn in Carinthia (M-ID: 3232)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/3232-curves-and-kaiserschmarrn-in-carinthia

from €629.00
Dates and duration (days)

Do you know this too? There was a wonderful wine which you had on the last trip and because it was
so good, a few bottles were taken home in the luggage.

A balmy summer evening on the terrace at home, the bottle
of wine should brighten up the evening and bring back
memories. What happened, a wine that tastes different and
not so good anymore. What remains is the longing for the
holiday and the wonderful memories of it.
What if you now spontaneously get on your motorbike and
ride exactly to the place where the wine tasted so
wonderful? We think this is a really good idea and that's
exactly why we're going to do it. No matter if it is the wine
from Italy or the Kaiserschmarrn in Austria. The journey is
the destination and it's all about arriving where the wine
tastes perfect again and the Kaiserschmarrn is a special
treat.
Due to the demanding routes, the motorcycle should be
safely controlled in curves, hairpin bends and on narrow
mountain roads. This tour is not suitable for beginners and
chopper riders.
Curves and hairpin bends
Our tour starts near Kufstein. The very next day awaits us
with sweeping bends and numerous passes on the way to
Carinthia. Accommodation is in a small, family-run hotel
with a unique warmth. Exclusive is inclusive and you can
look forward to a composition of driving fun over the
smallest roads away from the mainstream and culinary
highlights that are simply wonderful. With its 3798 m
height, the Großglockner is one of the highest peaks in the
Eastern Alps. Whether on this famous high alpine road, the
Nockalmstraße or the summit road to the Mangart - again
and again we experience spectacular approaches with
numerous serpentines and endless curves up to 2500 m
above sea level.

That has to be now
Go with us on a journey that awakens and refreshes holiday
memories. Be spontaneous and do what you have perhaps

been dreaming of for a while and have not dared to do on
your own so far. Get on and go, let the wind blow around
your nose, experience freedom and simply let go of
everyday life. We all need such feelings of happiness,
because they are good for the soul. Fantastic bends and
wonderful views are among the highlights of the tour and
will impress you. The Mediterranean climate with its mild
temperatures and the landscapes characterised by rugged
mountains and forests simply make us feel good here.

1st day - Arrival day
Individual arrival until 18:00 o'clock
Getting to know each other and presentation of the tours
2nd day
Joint trip to Carinthia (Großglockner)
3rd day
3 country tour Austria, Italy, Slovenia, Mangart
4th day
Return journey to Germany (Turracher Höhe, Tauernpass)
5th day- Departure day
Individual departure
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Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared/double room (the booking of a double room is only available for a
booking of two people. All single travellers are asked to choose the single room
surcharge or choose to share a twin room with another tour participant)

€649.00

per pillion passenger in shared twin/double room €599.00

per person single room (surcharge – all single travellers need to choose either the single
unshared room surcharge or a shared twin room surcharge depending on their
preference)

€100.00

per person option “Shared Twin Room” (If you as a single rider do not want to pay the
single room surcharge, then this option may be suitable for you. You will initially be
charged the single room surcharge which will subsequently be refunded or removed
from the final invoice if a suitable roommate can be found for you.)

€100.00

Included

3 guided tours with a German tour guide (speaks English) who is familiar with the country

4 overnight stays with great breakfast in carefully selected hotels

4 excellent dinners in our hotels (three-course menues)

Tolls for Mangart, Nockalm and Großglockner

Souvernir gift

Free use of pool and sauna

Not included

Petrol

Meals, drinks (if not mentioned separately in services)

Travel Cancellation Insurance

Everything that is not specified under features
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More details

Daily stages: 260 to 290 km / 160 - 180 miles

Tour start: Ebbs (Austra)

End of tour: Ebbs (Austra)/ 2 hotel changes

Tour language: German / English-speaking riders welcome (on request)

Note: For guests who transport their motorcycle by car to the arrival hotel, there is a parking facility for cars
and trailers at the hotel for the duration of the tour.

On our tours we are one group. Our tour groups are deliberately kept small and limited to 10 motorcycles. The
minimum number of participants for this tour is 6 people.
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